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 You can hear the patter of rain on leaves and the hiss of wind across a field of dry grass; 

but that is not listening to the plants of this green world as they grow. Behind the poetry of the 

landscape is a chorus of dramatic events. Bright colors, fragrance, marvelous design, are but 

outward expressions of never-ending activities. 

 Listen again – not with ears, but with your imagination. You may hear the whirr of pollen 

grains through the air; the echo of bursting seed; the tinkle of sap in the tubes of a tree trunk; the 

muffled sounds of roots expanding with the power of dynamite. The landscape offers a vast 

variety of continuous action. 

   Psalter No. 39 vs. 2 

  “They speak not with audible word, 

      Yet clear is the message they send; 

  Their witness goes out thro’ the earth, 

       Their word to the world’s farthest end.” 

 Some of the actions of plants are so fast, such as the bursting of pollen sacs and the 

ejection of pollen; or so obscure, like the releasing of spring mechanisms that throw out seeds, 

that we hardly perceive that they happen at all. Other actions are so slow, such as the elongation 

of a twig or the turning of leaves to receive light, that we never think of them as motion. 

 To see these realities of motion, you must look at trees and flowers not once, as most 

people do, but twice – the second time with an eye for their functional beauty and mechanical 

precision. You are filled with curiosity. You suddenly wonder why some flowers open in 

sunlight and fold up in rain, how a root system penetrates the hard ground, or how leaves burst 

out in the spring. 

 I am sure that most of us know of the following facts about the world around us: that 

there is an unbroken column of water in every living tree which extends from the deepest rootlet 

to the topmost twig, and that by an unfailing mechanism the tree pulls tons of water from the soil 

for its nourishment; that leaves are green because they throw away green light while absorbing 

blue and red light; that oaks, elms, maples, etc. have flowers; that buds are formed in the fall 

rather than in the spring; that there are four kinds of elms, twelve kinds of oaks, six kinds of 

maples, and five kinds of hickory. 

 Few of us realize, for instance, that the daisy is a closely packed aggregation of several 

hundred flowers…that roses and strawberries are so closely related that they are members of the 

same family…that orchids grow not only in hothouses, but also abound all around us in woods 

and fields…that every flower advertises for its special kind of insect to collaborate in its life 

cycle. 

 It would be no more than proper, when looking closely at the plant world, to take notice 

of the elemental units of a plant before going any further. The basic unit of any living thing is the 

cell. A living cell can change shape and in certain instances also adjust its function to specific 

situations. A plant cell looks like a battered shoe box in miniature, filled with a fluid called 

protoplasm. In this mass are little specks which may be air bubbles, grains of starch, green 

chlorophyll, and most important, the nucleus. We know that these cells carry on all the life 

processes of plants; but just how, nobody knows. By means of cell division, they multiply and 

form communities and finally whole structures and organisms. The sort of plant or the part of the 



plant which they will eventually produce, is a secret to man. Apparently identical cells will build 

a wide variety of structures. For instance, when a tree is formed, you have leaves, flowers, seed, 

bark, wood, roots, etc.…all perfectly proportioned and fitting into the system. 

 Although a tree is built entirely by the force of living cells, it does not follow that every 

cell in it is alive. In fact, the bulk of the tree is dead, although this dead part functions like a solid 

frame and a sort of plumbing system for the whole organism. The living cells are a small 

percentage of the whole system, but are strategically located. They live at the tips of the roots to 

absorb water; in a thin sheath, just below the bark to keep food moving through the system and 

to enlarge the trunk; at the tips of twigs to keep them elongating; and in leaves where they work 

as sun motors to keep the whole plan in operation. In a big tree, perhaps less than one per cent of 

its body consists of living cells. The rest is mechanical structure. 

 At exactly the right moment, certain cells which are no longer dividing, yield up their 

lives and transform their bodies into structural material. If one of these cells is located just below 

the bark, the air bubbles will combine and finally fill the hollow cell. While this happens, the 

walls thicken and lose their transparency. If much strength is needed, the walls thicken so much 

that the cell becomes solid. Or a cell may fortify its own wall like barrel hoops, become hollow 

inside, and join with other cells above and below to form a tubular network from the roots to the 

branches. If a cell is near the outer rim, where a unit of bark should be added, the cell will fill up 

with a corky substance and become bark. Location seems to exert a mysterious effect. 

 Plants and more specifically trees, are the world’s greatest waterworks. Why a tree, for 

instance, raises so much water in the course of its life cycle, remains a mystery to natural 

scientists. It seems to accomplish no real service to the tree or to its life in general. 

 The course of water through the intricate system of a tree has always been a great 

mystery to scientists; not because they do not know the course traveled, or many of the services 

rendered; but rather, they do not know exactly how it is accomplished. The cycle can be traced 

beginning at the very tips of the roots…in fact, even much further away than that, at the root 

hairs. These root hairs are composed of all living cells and have amazing properties of growth, 

absorption, and conduction. They grow towards water, or more accurately, towards moisture. 

They are capable of finding moist particles of earth and, literally wrapping themselves around 

each individual grain, remove the film of moisture for its own use. These root tips can get this 

necessary moisture from seemingly dry ground. The water that each of these tips collects, is 

transported cell by cell, through the root hair, along the canals of the roots and up through the 

trunk of the tree. 

 This process has often been falsely called root pressure which gives the idea that the 

water is pushed up. However, it seems more likely that it is rather pulled up after it has once 

been absorbed. When the water has coursed through the trunk, it is fed into the leaves from 

which it is sprayed out in the form of a fine mist. Although it gives the tree all the moisture it 

needs, most of the water just passes through, in this fashion, with seemingly no effect. About 

ninety-nine percent of this water is simply sprayed from the leaves, and follows this same cycle 

again. A large tree, at the peak of its season, will disseminate, literally, tons of water, in this 

fashion. It seems that the leaves are continually pulling the water up, and that function can be 

explained thus: We must not imagine that a tree or plant is equipped with a pump which would 

create a sort of vacuum since the maximum height to which it could raise water would be only 

thirty-three feet. This would be satisfactory for small trees and plants. But what could be said 

about the giant redwoods such as the “Founder’s Tree” which is 364 feet tall. Nor is it a sort of 

capillary action which operates in an old-fashioned oil lamp. 



   Psalm 104:13, 14, 16, 17 

  “He watereth the hills from his chambers: the earth is 

  satisfied with the fruit of thy works. 

  He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb 

  for the service of man: that he may bring forth food 

  out of the earth; 

  The trees of the Lord are full of sap; the cedars of 

  Lebanon, which he hath planted; 

  Where the birds make their nests: as for the stork, 

  the fir trees are her house.” 

 It appears that the world’s greatest water works depend on cohesion in a column of water. 

From roots to tiptop runs an unbroken “rope” of water, woven out of countless threads. Pull on 

the top, by the evaporating water, out of the leaves, and you simply pull up more water by its 

own rope. This marvel implies that, throughout the tree, every single twig and bud and leaf, is 

connected by unbroken threads of water, with the roots. When we consider the tensile strength of 

sap – that is, how hard you can pull on it without having it break – we will find the answer, in 

part, to the plausibility of this theory. It has the amazing strength of 2,250 pounds per square 

inch, or fifty times greater than the force of suction. Thus, sap could be pulled to the top of a tree 

4,950 feet tall, or almost a mile high. 

 Perhaps more remarkable than the quantity of water lifted by a tree, is the intricate beauty 

and perfection of roots, trunk and leaves. These represent three departments of the water works 

system. Each department is different from the other two, not only in appearance, but also in 

function. And, as we examine them, we cannot fail to see the omnipotent hand of Almighty God, 

as he formed such a perfect creation, and also upholds it by his might and providence. 

   Psalter No. 167 vs. 1, 2, 3, 4 

  “Thou visitest the earth with showers, 

      Thy boundless store supplies its need: 

  For fields enriched and well prepared 

      Thou dost provide the sower’s seed. 

  The furrows where the seed is sown 

      Are softened by the gentle rain; 

  Thy gracious care and providence 

      Supply and bless the springing grain. 

  The year with goodness thou dost crown, 

      Thy ways o’erflow with blessedness; 

  The hills and valleys clothed with green, 

      Are joyful in their fruitfulness. 

  The pastures teem with flocks and herds, 

      The golden grain waves o’er the fields; 

            All nature, singing joyfully, 

     Her tribute of thanksgiving yields.” 
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